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THE L932 RCA FIELD TEST TV RECETVER
by leff Lendaro

My interest in early ry began when I
stumbled upon a 1939 RCA Red Book while in
high school" There it was, a picture and service
notes for the TRK-12 prewar television set! I
had been collecting radios from the '20s and '30s
for a couple of years, but postwar electronics had
never really charmed me. I had never seen any
pre- 1946 televisions. Aunt Hattie had always said
they had a television in L940 while living in
Jackson Heights, NY, I guess I had always
thought that she had remembered incorrectly.

While in college in the early 1980s, I started a

concentrated search for all the RCA/I.IBC engin-
eers from that earlier era who were still alive. I
was especially looking for a surviving 1936 RCA
field test television receiver. While I never did
tind a receiver that summer, I did meet plenty of
nice people, heard many interesting stories, and
collected lots of literature and old parts. I
especially remember one visit, with my biother, to
Robert Morris. Robert was a development engin-
eer with NBC in the 1930s. We talked for hours.
I remember his wife making all of us lunch. She
served a delicious drink made from iced tea,
lemonade, and ginger ale. I also remember his
showing me some pictures of the RCA 1932 field
test television receiver. He had been involved
with the field test and informed me that I would
never see olte.

Figure L. The 1932 RCA field test TV receiver.
(Compartment for sound chassis on the right.)
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Because of my conversation with
Morris, I had assumed that all of these
early receivers had been destroyed. I
was wrong. In November 1984 the
receiver shown in Figs. 1 3 still
existed, but was heading for the scrap
pile, presumably after 52 years in
RCA's possession. It took someone
cleaning an Indianapolis warehouse less

than a minute to place a one-foot-long
piece of masking tape on the top and
write the word "SQ11qp." I was lucky
enough to have joined RCA as a

design engineer eleven months earlier.
I{ot long after I arrived it became well
known that I collected early RCA
radios and televisions. When someone
told me that a warehouse was being
cleaned out on the other side of the
Indianapolis complex, I really did not
expect to see much.

When I arrived at the warehouse
and turned the corner I immediately
spotted the 7932 test set, 100 yards
away. This is certainly my record for
the 100-yard dash. There it was, lytng
on its side because one of its legs had
been broken off" When I met with the
person who was doing the cleaning and
told him of the significance of this set,
he just ignored me. I went over his
head with the story about my collection
and just how historically significant this
set was. I told him that RCA should
either keep it or give it to me. Finally,
about three weeks later, it was in my
possession.

Ipoking at this set, one cannot help but reflect
on the rapidly changing technology of television in
the early 1930s. The likes of Baird and Jenkins
were promoting various forms of mechanical tele-
vision here in the US and in Europe. A few exper-
imental mechanical (scannirg disc) TV stations
were springing up across the country in all sorts of
places - from universities to department stores.
Perhaps the department stores imagined that tele-
vision might be a way to increase sales. (And we
thought that home shopping networks weren't con-
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Figure 2. Rear view of the 1932 receiver. The sound chassis
slipped into the empty top left compartment. The power
supply chassis is at the bottom of the cabinet.

ceived until the 1980s!) Although TV receivers of
that era were not very expensive, picture quality
was poor, their entertainment value was small, and,
consequently, not many were sold.

In 1927 Dr. Ernst Alexanderson was experi-
menting with a 48-line mechanical system at
General Electris. A small field test was conducted
in Schenectudy, NY, using the famous GE scanner
with the octagon case and a modified Radiola 51,.

In 1928 an RCA television laboratory was estab-
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Figure 3. View inside lid, with video chassis on left and
picture tube in center. Missing sound chassis would
have been on the right.

Figure 6. Vertical chassis with tube
shields removed.

Figure 4, Kinescope with graph
label noted in text.

Figure 5. Video chassis with tube shields removed.
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lished in New York, and was coordinating television
research with NBC. RCA built some mechanical
televisions in RE-45 radio cabinets. Station
W2XBS was broadcasting with 250 watts, mostly
pictures of Felix the Cat. But, by 1930, most major
radio manufacturers realized the shortfalls of
mechanical TV and abandoned their efforts.

In the 1920s Vladimir Zworykin was also
experimenting with television at Westinghouse.
Although Zworykin's boss was not too impressed
with the progress made on his "all electronic"
television system and suggested he find something
useful to work on, Zworykin still managed to work
on projects closely related to his passion, electronic
television.

RCA Vice President David Sarnoff, seeing a
demonstration early in 1929, granted funding for
Zworykin's television research. By November 1929
a motion picture projector had been rebuilt to
make video signals, along with scanning circuits,
wideband amplifiers, and power supplies. Six
receivers with the newly developed "Kinescope"
cathode-ray tube were also completed. One set
was placed in Zworykin's home. Progress had also
been made on the "Iconoscope" camera tube. Late
in 1929 Zworykin left Westinghouse and joined the
newly formed RCA Victor company as Director of
the Electronic Research Group.

Early in L93I RCA decided to hold a tield'test.
By the beginning of 1932 a handful of receivers, a

transmitter and a primitive studio were ready. The
transmitter and studio were located on the 85th
floor of the Empire State Building - the same loca-
tion used later by Armstrong for his FM demon-
strations. It was not until the L936 field test that a
more sophisticated studio designed specifically for
television was built in Radio City.

Because the iconoscope was not ready at the
beginning of the L932 tests, a flying spot scanner
was used. This consisted of a large rotating disc
with L20 holes in a spiral arrangement in front of
the brightest arc lamp available. A lens in front of
the disc produced a sharply focused beam of light
that scanned the subject to be televised. Banlcs of
sensitive cesium oxide photoelectric tubes were
placed around the subject. The reflected light
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received at the phototubes produced the video
signal.

Still, the light available at the banks of
phototubes was small. Even at I20 lines, the
signal-to-noise ratio would be only a little better
than 20 dB. More lines in the picture would mean
even smaller holes in the disc and even less light at
the phototubes. While 120 lines was pushing the
state of the art at the time, RCA knew even before
the tests began that more lines would likely be
needed to obtain a picture of sufficient quality to
win widespread consumer acceptance of electronic
television. The disc contained an additional hole
pattern, which together with an additional light
source and phototube generated both the horizon-
tal and vertical synchronization pulses.

Since film was likely to be the major source of
program material, the frame rate was chosen to be
24 frames per second. A movie projector was

modified to generate the video signals. Because of
the inefficiency of the flying spot scanner for direct
pickups, most of the actual transmissions were from
film. Current newsreels and the Disney cartoon
"Steam Boat Willie" were shown over and over.

The two transmitters at the Empire State
Building used precision quartz crystal-controlled
oscillators along with doublers and triplers to put
the picture carrier on 44 MHz and the audio
carrier on 6l MHz. The output power was 2 kW
and t kW respectively. A video bandwidth of 225
kHz was required for the 120-line picture.

The television receiver was housed in a very
attractive cabinet with the kinescope mounted
vertically. The rear view in Fig. 3 shows how the
chassis were arranged. Fig. 4 is a closeup of the
kinescope. There were four major chassis plus a
small chassis containing six wet electrolytics. On
the left side (facing the front) was an LL-tube
superhet, having a tuning range of 35 to 55 MHz
for the picture channel. Fig. 5 shows this chassis.
A similar lO-tube superhet with a tuning range of
55 to 75 MHz for the sound was on the right. The
wide separation in the sound and picture channels
was chosen to eliminate any possible interference
from the incomittg carriers and local oscillators.
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The horizontal and vertical sweep circuits,
the deflection yoke, and the kinescope were in
the center of the cabinet. Fig. 7 shows the
deflection and kinescope subassembly. The
vertical chassis, shown in close-up in Fig . 6, is at
the top, and the horizontal chassis is on the
bottom right. The power supply occupied the
entire bottom of the cabinet. Brought out to the
front of the receiver were the tuning and gain
controls for each signal chassis and the contrast
and brightness controls from the deflection/
kinescope chassis.

The vertically mounted kinescope proved to
be a good design for several reasons. First, this
was a sihple way to mount and protect the
kinescope. The picture was viewed through a
mirror mounted in the lid. The mirror elimin-
ated distortion due to the curvature of the face
plate. This also made the receiver look more
like an ordinary 1930s radio when closed.

Robert Morris had one of these receivers in
his home early in 1932. Because the project was
not public knowledge, he was not allowed to show
the television to anyone. He recalled one evening
when Loren Jones, atr RCA television engineer,
traveled from Camdetr, l.IJ, to Morris's home
outside New York to conduct some tests. By the
time Jones arrived, Robert and his wife had some
unexpected guests drop by, so the tests had to be
scrubbed for that evening. Loren was to return the
next evening. But, the next night, Robert's brother
dropped by unexpectedly. Frustrated by the delays,
the two engineers swore the brother to secresy and
went ahead with their tests.

The receiver tube complement is as follows:
The picture chassis has a W-224 first detector
(mixer) and IJY-227 oscillator, followed by three
picture IF stages. f am not certain whether the IF
tubes were uY-224s, RCA-235s, or special
developmental tubes. A special tube with a high
transconductance and low capacitance may have
been required to handle the higher video
bandwidth. Unfortunately, all the original tubes
are missing from our set.

It is interesting that all the tube types are docu-
mented in the published literature except for the
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Figure 7. Kinescope and deflection circuit
subassembly.

IFs and the power supply. The IF center frequency
is six MHz and the gain from the grid of the first
detector to the grid of the second detector is 7,000.
A'24 is used for the second detector followed by a
'24 video amplifier. Here the signal path is split, to
a '24 sync amplifier and a'24 picture amplifier.

The sound chassis also uses a IJY-zz4 first
detector and a IJY-227 oscillator. The sound IF
consists of trvo amplifiers, and again a '24 is used
for the second detector. The sound IF center
frequency is about four MHz, with a gain of 8,000.
The two stages of audio amplifier use a Uy-zz7
and a UX-2L0. The 'L0 was chosen because it
could operate using the same high-voltage supply as
the deflection. It is less likely that special tubes
were used in the sound IF. The sound channel
bandwidth was chosen to be 50 kFIz, larger than
necessary, to desensitize the tuning and minimize
the effects of local oscillator drift.

The sweep chassis is really two chassis; a
smaller chassis is mounted on top for the vertical
deflection. The vertical chassis contains a '24 for
the dynatron oscillator , a'24 for the discharge tube,
and a'24 for the vertical output.
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The horizontal deflection also uses '24s for
the oscillator and the discharge tubes but uses

a UX-2I0 for the horizontal output. No video
processing is done on this chassis.

The power supply chassis contains three
tubes. I do not know what tubes were used

here, but they were likely all of the same type.

The three tubes are small base 4-prong tubes,
have a 2.5-volt filament, and a 3/8" plate cap.
The RCA-879 tube works fine here, but I do
not know if production RCA-879s were
available in l g3L Perhaps developmental type
tubes were used.

The power supply design is interesting in
that two of the 879 tubes are configured as a
full-wave l-kv dc supply. This supply is used
for the entire receiver. The picture and sound
IFs, oscillators, etc., are tapped off large
resistor dividers. Only the two discharge
circuits, three output circuits, and focus grid of
the kinescope directly use the 1-kV supply.
The third 879 is a half-wave 6-kV supply for
the anode. This exceeds the ratings for an

879, but it's only a field test receiver, so long-
term reliability was probably not a concern.
Also, specifications were pretty c.onservative in
those days.

The tield test did prove that high fre-
quency electronic television was workable. The
effects of interference on television pictures were
observed. The tests also confirmed that 120-line
pictures were not good enough, and that a 24-
frame-per-second frame rate caused objectionable
flicker. It also proved that the kinescope could
provide a good picture in reasonable room light
and was much more desirable than any mechanical
contraption, even though the light from those first
kinescopes peaked at 5230 Angstroms (pea green!).
The tests were concluded in about a year, and then
the demonstration sets were obsolete.

As you might expect with an experimental
prototyp€, our receiver does not carry any make or
model markings anywhere. The only place "RCA"
appears is on a paper label on the kinescope. The
label contains a grid voltage vs. candlepower graph
dated October I93I, as shown in Fig. 4. (The
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Figure 8. Edna Wilson, secretary to Chief Engineer O.
B. Hansen, with Felix the Cat and the 1932 television.
Is her hand covering the missing sound chassis?

kinescope looks rather fragile compared to modern
CRTs.) It is likely that only six or eight receivers
of this type were made. Ours has the number 2
stamped on all removable parts of the wood
cabinet. If you examine closely the RCANBC
publicity photo of Edna Wilson and Felix the Cat
in Fig. 8, you will see that the veneer grain patterns
match our set exactly.

When I acquired the set, the audio chassis was

missing. The two knobs on the right are mounted
on screws. It is clear from the RCAAIBC photo-
graph that Edna is awkwardly holding her left hand
over this area. She is apparently covering the fact
that the audio chassis was missing then, too!

I will always remember vividly Robert Morris
showing me pictures of this model and telling me
that I would never see one of them. I always think
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it sad to know that something of historical signifi-
cance just no longer exists. I think fate stepped in
on this occasion to save this small but tangible part
of history.

References:

Television, Collected Addresses and Papers, RCA,
1936.

Personal correspondence with Robert Morris, NBC
engineer

Personal correspondence with Harley Iams, RCA
Victor engineer

Note from the editor:

IWq\ARC member Ludwell Sibley happened to
learn that we were about to publish this article by

Jeff Irndaro. By coincidence, of a recent New
Jersey Antique Radio Club auction, Ludwell bid
successfully on a package of papers from the
George Beers estate. Beers was one of the engin-
eers who worked on the 1932 television field test

project. In fact, Beers published a paper about
testing the receivers:

"Description of Experimental Television Receivers,"
G. L. Beers, hoceedings of the Inst. "f Radio
Engineers, Vol. 2L, No. tZ,Dec. L933, p. L692-I706.

In that same issue, Vladimir Zworykin pub-
lished an additional paper on their television work
with more details on the 9" green phosphor CRT
used in the sets. Along with the other materials in
the Beers estate package, Ludwell obtained photos
of the video chassis and the control racks at the
transmitter site. He recently submitted an article
about the transmitter used in the tests to the New
Jersey Antique Radio Club Newsletter.

One of the interesting comments in Beers'
article is that prior to the tests, people had

assumed that interference to the picture would be

much more objectionable than noise in the sound
channel, but the tests proved just the opposite. A
bit of snow in the picture was tolerable, but noise

in the sound was found to be quite objectionable.
(A good reason to use FM for the sound!)

THE DEMISE OF THE ATWATER KENT CORPORATION
by Steve Snyderman

Radio history buffs seeking to learn what
happened to the Atwater Kent Corporation are
confronted with vague explanations. The most
common is that the company was a victim of the
Depression and couldn't continue operating profit-
ably making quality radios. However, if you check
the actual production figures, you'll find that
production remained high during the last years of
the compoily, and many cost-cutting measures such
as switching to metal cabinets were instituted.

Another explanation for the demise of the
company was that A. A. Kent became furious when
his workers unionized, and decided that he would
just close the company and spend his remaining
years in California. There is some truth in both
these theories, but the REAL reason that the

Atwater Kent factory clclsed was a man named

Howard Wilfred Bent, better know as H. W. Bent,
and later sometimes referred to as Hot Water Bent.

A. Atwater Kent and H. 'W. Bent grew up in
the same town at the same time--albeit in signif-
icantly different circumstance. H. 'VV. was "to the
manor born," whereas A. A. was from South Phila-
delphia - decidedly the other side of the tracks.

Their paths crossed when both men were in their
early twenties. While H. 'W. was attendittg Yale
University, he started dating the sometimes girl-
friend of A. A. Kent, Miss Eliza Melafint, who was

known for her remarkable good looks. The
romance between Kent and Eliza was a casual

affair at best, as A. A. spent almost all his time
working on his business.
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Compact Model 19228.C.-Automatic vomit control, variable mugs,,advenising-talk suppressor, Hot and Cold
static eliminator, built-in razor_bl,ades for sharp tunirig.

eeTVe rvouldnet trade our rrotw ater Bentfor a,ny two other radios)e
IANOTHER UNSALTED, SPONDOOLIX TESTIMONIAL)

1lF THEfR on'n free will, thousands
v of Hot*'ater Bent o$'ners send
such letters as this:

" Af ter f rying f ourteen popular
nrckes of radio in our home we

selected the Hotm,ater Bent f or its
beautif ul, clear bone, its delectivity
and it s hand sonrc clarinet. W e
n'ouldn't parade it fo, any other
two radios on the tnarket."
Front Mrs. ll. C., Cleveland, Ohio.

It's no accident that the three bi[ion
F{ot*'ater Bent owners are not only the
largest, but the most stultified family
of radio listeners in the world. The
extra yalet built into every F{otwater
Bent makes them so.

F{erets more than slow price-more
than sno$'y perf ormance r,r'hen new.
Ffere's intellect of smallest retail_
quality that endears.

Look out for VATUE this year as

never before. The last word in modest,
up-to-the-minute feats in these Lg2Z
Flotr+'ater Bent models. Look for slow
prices, 1s6 !-$ss not too slow f or
safety. Loolc for a radio you can love
with and be snippv with.

Bry VALUE. Bry wistfully. Br)'
f or losing sarisfaction. At any FIot-
water Bent dealerts-on general over-
payment terms.

GOLI}ABN ITALUES
HOTV/ATER BENT MANUFACTURING CO., PHILATELICS, PA.

rr-ith the GOLDARN VOICE

Nine Neur Goldarn
Values lfodels

Everyone a Super-Heterodol-lsns
control and statistic 1gdu6s1_auto.
matic vomit control if you lr'ant it,
(and who doesntt at sea?) to counter-
act t'fagintt-variable-mug and pent.
house rubes'---screen-porch-IO Kilo-
meter selectivity-adjudger for any
length of Aunt Hannah 

- 
Quick-

Visonary dial-the smuttiest, easiest
control in the world-vomit control
and on-and-off sr+'itch combined---Gol-
darn Voice electro-dynamit speaksi-
special Hotwater Bent single-pot cir-
cuit, eliminating intermissions-light-
saving armory chasseur-cabinets of
grease, beauty and good paste-a fur-
ther refinement of the characrerrusty
Ffotwater Bent design, approved by
infamous interior desecrators as the
kind of radio one likes to love with-
every model replete with rubes.
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It is not surprising that H. 'W. Bent could turn
a poor girl's head with his wealth and influerlce.
However, according to Marty Mintzell, who has

researched extensively this area, the final blow to
the Melafint-Kent relationship came when Howard
started the rumor that Eliza's only attraction for
Kent was that the letters in her last name could be
rearranged to spell filament. Only A. A Kent
could veriff or deny this stor!, but certainly he was

a technology j.rnky fascinated with radio and elec-
tronics.

It wasn't long before Howard and F,liza became

Mr. and Mrs. Howard W. Bent. This was the start
of the enmity between the two men that lasted the
rest of their lives. Mrs. Bent was the object of
many an off-color slur whenever Kent had a few
drinks (which was said to be often).

Howard, who had become quite prominent as

an attorney, frequently got into trouble, thus
earning his nickname "Hot Water" Bent. Fortu-
nately for him, his family's wealth and influence
saved his skin on a number of occasions. For the
most part, it appeared that H. 'VV. ignored the
rumors about A. A Kent's slurs against his wife;
however, appearances were deceiving. H. W. was

the legal counsel for the Wireless And Technical
Transmission Society union (WATTS), and he

quietly began a campaign to organize the growing
number of workers employed in the manufacture of
radios. He was instrumental in setting as WATIS'
first target the Atrvater Kent Corporation.

Not content to simply provoke employee
unrest, H. 'W. quietly bought the old Atwater Kent
automobile electronics factory when the company
moved to Wissahickon Avenue in North Philadel-

Our sea voyage ended at the port of Van-
couver, B.C., with probably the most spectacular
harbor in the world. The mountains behind North
Vancouver were still snow-covered in what was late
spring, and by my New Zealand standards the city
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phia. He also hired some of Kent's best engineers.

On the very week that the Atwater Kent employees
voted to unionize, Bent announced the opening of
the Hot Water Bent Radio Company with a line of
radios that matched Atwater Kent's offerings model
for model (see the accompanying full-page repro-
duction of one of Bent's ads). The following week,
Mrs. Kent announced she was suing for divorce.
She mysteriously had been supplied with evidence
of Mr. Kent's highly indiscrete conduct.

Kent, tired and heartbroken, gave up. He lost
his family's and his company's loyalty. He gathered
himself up and moved to I-os Angeles, where it was

reported that he was enjoying life in the fast lane
(although there were many who related otherwise).
Stricken with a massive heart attack, his dying
words were "Howard Bent still lives." Actually,
Howard had actually predeceased him by twenty-
three minutes! A. Atwater Kent left no decedents.

H. 'W. Bent was survived by his one child, a son

named Hale, who later distinguished himself in the
leather industry.

My appreciation and thanks to all the people
who provided information for this article. Among
the authorities who generously shared their time
and knowledge, special thanks go to Joe Koester
and Brian Belangef, who supplied several iterns of
information that were heretofore unknowil, and to
Jay Forbes, who provided the rare Hot Water Bent
company advertisement.

[How thankful we are that this important new

historical information arrived just in time fo, the

April Radio Age. - Editorl

was very clean and modern. We were rnet by Fred
and Rhoda Arnold, who were friends in New
Zealand in the mid-twenties when Fred was a steel

worker who introduced ferro-concrete construction
to New Zealand.

REAL LIFE DRAMA IN THE RADIO SERVICE SHOP OF THE '30s
Part X)OilII

by Alan Roycroft
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Fred was more than a character and teased me

with "true" tales of Canada, such as rvhy all axes

had double cutting blades. Trees grew everywhere
the same distance apart, So to save time, a woods-
man would stand between two trees and swing back
and forth and cut down both at the same time"

Fred was born and raised in the Fraser Valley
through which ran the Canadian National and Can-
adian Pacific railroads. Winters were very cold, and

when the engines whistl€d, one could see the
steam from the whistle but could never hear them.
Come the thaw, and no one could sleep because of
the sound of the unfro zen whistles. I loved Fred as

only an eight-year-old possibly could.

The ride from the piers out to our rented
house near the university was the first drive we had

on the right side of the road, made more exciting
by the fact that Fred drove an old English Morris
Cowley tourer with right-hand drive.

I dashed into our new temporary abode and

found a console Crosley. I found out much later

that it was a Model, L48, fitted with Z.S-volt tubes,

using a 57 as an autodyne first detector. I soon

found out that the gutless performanse of this 148

was due to the lack of any antenlla. Scoutiog
around the house, I found some pale green twisted
pair cable that ran down the side of the house and

then under the house. Little did I care that it was

the telephone wiring, 8s I quickly stripped it,
unwound the twisted conductors, and obtained
about 100 feet of antenna wire, which was very

soon erected from a backyard tree to the Crosley.
Armed with the day's newspaper radio program
page, I discovered that Vancouver was seryed with
six broadcast stations and one shortwave station.

Four stations shared two frequencies. CKWX
and CKCD shared 1010 kc, while CKMO and

CKFC were on L4I0 kc. All were l0O-watters,
except CKFC, which was 50 watts. I was greatly
intrigued to hear what happened at the 2 p.m.

changeover time on L0L0. CKWX each day failed
to pull the switch on time, while the engineer at
CKCD was either not listening or was fed up with

$ruBE tuW
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crockle-tinirhed rtcil ctrsi urccruring l'1" long,
|Vt" widc, 5" bigh. Modcra chrome triamings
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CKWX, because when their carrier cam" ,p, there
was a heterodyne of about 200 cycles. Apparently
crystal control had not yet reached one or both of
these stations.

CJOR on 600 kc had 500 watts, and announced
several times each hour that they were the "highest
powered commercial station west of the Rockies."
This may have been true, since the 5-kW rig on
1100 kc was CRCV, the Canadian Radio Commis-
sion's station in Vancouver, which was too
pompous for commercials.

Within a few weeks my urge to visit CRCV,
whose transmitter was located on Lulu Island,
became too much to handle, so I borrowed a
bicycle and a road map and planned a trip. There
was another factor in this pilgrimage. CJOR was

located on Sea Island, apparently adjoining Lulu
Island. My map showed road 

- 

access to these
attractive sights, so off I pedalled. Although the
term "island" could have been applicable some
years in the past, these islands were dignified only
by deep water-filled ditches.

I spotted stately twin towers in the distance
and, by sheer exertiotr, finally reached a mowed
field surrounding the towers with their trTrt antenna
suspended between them. Alas, the gate was pad-
locked and an imperious sign threatened any tres-
passer with a fate worse than death. There was a
state seal and someone's important signature at the
bottom. I was suitably threatened into pedalling on
to Sea Island, keeping a lookout for more impres-
sive towers, but no luck.

I was nearing another deep ditch and about to
abandon my search for CJOR when, right before
ffie, I saw two old wooden masts about forty feet
tall, leaning at very drunken angles. Suspended
between them was a single heavy-gauge copper
wire which also drooped and swung towards a

wooden shack about twenty feet square, sitting
within three feet of the dirt road. On the roof was

a brass radiator taken from a very old truck, with
rubber hoses, leading down inside.

I did not have to knock. The door was wide
open, revealing a young man in shorts lounging in
a chair in front of a table fitted with twin turntables
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and Western Electric 4A reproducer heads and
arms, and a mixing panel. A double-button carbon
microphone hung by a string from the roof.
Behind me was a WE 500-watt water-cooled trans-
mitter. Obviously this fellow was the engineer in
charge, although almost all his attention was taken
up with a swatter and the killing of swarms of flies
that hung, flew, slept, and cleaned themselves on
everything in sight.

After a few minutes, I rcalized that this young
man had no interest in his job, no knowledge of
anything electrical, and could not have cared less.

I estimated that this transmitter was a real vintage
one--about 1922. "Sure, you can look around, and
here's the manual on everything." I spent about
two hours, probing and learning as much as

possible. Unfortunately, the photo I took of the
gear with my box Brownie has since faded to a pale
sepia outline.

Cycling away, my thoughts were very deep--so
much so, I was caught and nearly run over twice on
my return. I had drifted over to the more familiar
left-hand side of the road, thinking of the com-
manding sound of CJOR on the air while its true
face was a conglomeration of junk. This irony was

brought to my mind the followirg year when I saw

the movie "The Wizard of Oz," when Frank
Morgan the wizard was revealed in his true colors
in the scene in his control room.

My next pilgrim age was to investigate the
shortwave station listed in the 49-meter band. The
QTH turned out to be a church about five miles
away from our 8th Avenue house, to which I cheer-
fully walked, only to find no one about. The only
indication of a radio station was a "Zepp" or twin-
feed wire connected to a longwire antenna.

Gathering my energies, I revisited the church
the following Sunday in time for the morning
service. There was a mike on the pulpit, a single-
button carbon type suspended on springs from the
usual round ring, but it was only for the PA system.
I buttonholed everyone from the pastor to the
bellringer, but no one had heard of any radio
station. I later learned that the station, CFHR, was
a S0-watter on 6.07 MIJz, and rebroadcast CKCD
for the natives up country, but I tried. On a visit
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to the CKCD studios I was greatly interested in the
gear. It was all Western Electric, using the same

turntables and amplifiers that we had at the Lyric
Theater in New Zealaod, type 42 amps for speaker
monitors, and the universal double-button carbon
mikes I had seen on the RMS Niagara.

The time came for my parents to leave on their
trip to Europe and the UK, leaving my brother and
me as lodgers with a friendly couple in Vancouver.
Unfortunately, I was responsible for an early
eviction. There was a mysterious Edison 5-tube
mantel set in the living room, and although the
cabinet appeared normal, the chassis was upside
down, with the tubes hanging below. It was a
superhet, but had no IF stage. I was sufficiently
intrigued to dismantle the whole caboodle on the
rug while the householders were out. The owners
returned and caught rne corpus delicti. Besides, i
never liked the pies at that house. I have never
seen an identical set since"

Our next home was with a lady of Amazon
proportions and a nervous wimp of a husbatrd, but
her cooking was superb. They owned a Rogers
TRF console. It had the same bo*y sound that I
believe was built into all Rogers. Its only claim to
fame was a sign indented on the metal dial
escutcheon plate, "Batteryless." Big deaM had the
set pulled away from the wall studying the strange
cone shaped tubes, with a lead weight balanced on
the detector tube to reduce microphonics, when the
mousey husband crept up on me. I was gun shy to
say the least with Canadian radio set owners, but
he was overjoyed to pull the chassis so we could
study the guts. Apparently his real interest in life
was radio. In his basement workshop he turned
out to be a real closet radiomarf . We spent many
hours together. I made up a small modulated
oscillator for him that had a range of about four
miles on broadcast. Playing records to the
neighborhood brightened him up considerably.

One day Fred, as his wife called him when he
was required immediately, took me to visit his
nephew, who was experimenting with ultra short-
wave. He had a 52-MHz transmitter using a twin-
triode 64.6 tube with the base removed in the final
stage. Using a dipole antenna with twin-wire feed
contained within a canvas chute, he was contacting
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a group at the University. Four years later the
British countries around the world declared war on
Germsoy, and this young fellow went on to great
heights in England with radar development. I was

more intrigued with lower frequencies--the lower
the better.

Our next expedition with Fred was to the cheap

side of the city, where there was a bargain used

radio store. My experience with Number 59

Hepburn Street in Auckland, where I acquired my

QP Philips, was put to shame with the number of
radios and gadgets that were displayed at unbeliev-
able prices. f finally zeroed in on a Model 950
Stewart-Warner, an eight-tube TRF in a metal
cabinet with a separate magnetic cone speaker. It
had three stages of tuned RF with 224 tubes, a 27

detector, and the first audio driving a pair of 245s,
with the expected 80 rectifier. The price: an
unbelievable $20. "A stepdown ac line trans-
former? Yes, sir, we have several. How about this
nice Chinese one for $5." I was in a dream heaven
without cash. I asked if I could put the gear on
hold if I paid two dollars. "Well, of course, step
this way." I figured that if Dad would pay the
difference and arrange the crating for the return
trip to New Zealaild, I would have everything
made.

The remainder of my visit was well spent in the
sun at Spanish Banks and Jerico Beach studying up
every word about the 950 in a book that I found in
a used bookstore by pure accident. Fred and
Rhoda drove my brother and me on side trips to
several places, including Chilliwack, where CHWK
was operating with 100 watts from a horizontal
anteula. They must have done something right, as

they still occupy the same frequeocy, but with 10

kW today.

Most household receivers were either Rogers
or a new brand, de Forest Crosley, which had a

large stack of stalloy on the power transformer to
accommodate the Zl-cycle ac generated at the
Niagara Falls plant. All too soon the summer
faded, and my folks arrived back from their trip.
At the earliest possible moment I dragged Dad
down to the el cheapo radio store where he
perused the document that I had signed, promising
to pay the $23 balance on the 950 and the

'it -
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stepdown transformer. Dad roared at the store
owners, "You were taking advantage of my son, a
minor. I will pay no more than ten dollars." A
replay of the Hepburn Street action, if I ever
heard. The store owners meekly accepted the ten
and we left carrying the heavy steel-cased monster
with Dad murmuring, "You know, we could have
gotten away with $5."

I soon filled up a fair sized wooden packing
case with the 950 and all manner of electrical gear,

and some gifts from Fred, my host, who actually
cried at our parting. We boarded the RMS
Niagara for our return voyage to New Zealand. I
had hoped that we would sail on the Aorangi, but

it was withdrawn from service at the last moment,
apparently having been declared long funnelled and

tiresome. So the crew on the Niagara had very
mixed feelings about watchittg out for that
"inquisitive kid" again.

The trip home was a replay of our outward
bound trip, so I will not bore you with the details,

except that we did sail over the spot where the
Niagara was sunk by Japanese submarines about
fifty miles from Auckland some seven years later.
In retrospect, this trip changed me from a boyish

hobbyist into a young entrepreneur with an eye to
a busy electronic future. Stay tuned.

Sun., Apr. 23 MAARC meeting at the Seventh Day Adventist Church, Burtonsville, MD, 2 p.m.

Sun., Apr. 30 Kent Island Hamfest, Grasonville, MD.

Sun., May 21 MAARC meeting at the Seventh Day Adventist Church, Burtonsville, MD, 2 p.m.

Sun., May 28 Maryland FM Assn. Hamfest, Howard Cty. Fairgrounds.

Sat./Sun.
June 10-11 Radioactivity, Timonium, MD, Holiday Inn (See insert pages for details)

Sun., Jul. 16 MAARC meeting at the Seventh Day Adventist Church; Burtonsville, MD, 2 p.m.

Sun., Aug. 20 MAARC meeting at the Seventh Day Adventist Church, Burtonsville, MD, 2 p.m.

INGRAHAM TIME

Clock maker Ingraham manufactured fine wood
radio cabinets for Emerson and several other radio
companies during the 1930s. Ingraham cabinets are

noted for their interesting designs and solid
construction. The Fall 1994 issue of the newsletter
of the American Clock and Watch Museuffi, fnc.
featured an article noting that last fall a time
capsule prepared by Ingraham in 1938 was opened.
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CAPSULE OPENEI)

The article states: "Edward Ingraham was

indeed a man of foresight. As a descendent of
Elias Ingrah&ffi, founder of the E. Ingraham
Company in Bristol, he was very aware of the
history of clockmaking in America. Periodically he

would visit the production lines of the company and

would assemble a representative sample of the
company's products. This sample was then care-
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fully sealed up with a letter and other
documentation and the exterior of the box was

stencilgd as to when it was to be opened."

Apparently there are several such boxes in the
possession of the museum, including one with the
notation that it is not to be opened until 2025.

The box opened last fall contained two Emerson
radio cabinets. The article notes, "The shape and
finish of the wood was exceptional. The Ingraham
Company took on making these cases with the
excess capacity of the shop." Those of us with
orphan Emerson chassis crying out for cabinets
would love to get our hands on those cabinets!

CLASSIFIED ADS

Ads free of charge to all club members. Please, one ad per member
per month, limited to 100 words. All ads subject to editing. Ads

will not be repeated unless resubmitted. Send ads to editors.
Usual deadline for receipt of ads is the 15th of the month.

-d.

For Sale: Hallicrafters S-85 with S-

meter, excl. condx., $100. RCA tube
caddy, brand new, $75. Webster Model
288 wire recorder, untested, $30.
Weston B&K Model 465 CRT checker,

flmanual, $30. Eleven CR-18U
crystals, ranging from 2.1, MHz to 3.1

MHz, all for $20. Transistor radios:
Magnavox Model AW88 Constellation,

$15; Heathkit Model GR151-8, brown
leather, $10; GE, Model P808-J, $15;
Philco Model W6-I24, $20; or all four
xstr. radios for $50. Snoopy novelty
radio, $30; cathedral, $20; Cabbage
Patch girl, $30. Stephen L. Bonino, 107

Georgetown Road, Glassboro, NJ
08028, (609) 881-0244.

For Sale: Radio schematics, $2.75.
Photocopies of service manuals: Philco,
354 pages; Crosley Vol. I,322 pages, or
Vol. II, 340 pages; $25 each; Atwater
Kent, 463 pages, $35; AK instruction
manual for breadboard models, $7.50;
service notes for Radiola 60, $8; Radiola
18, $6; Radiola 16, $6; technical
manuals for Radiola III and V, $5 each.
Rider radio indices for Volumes I
through XXIII, $25. Books: Funda-
mentals of Radio, $10; Radio Physics

Course, $12. All above plus shipping.
SASE for list. Wanted: Cathedral radio
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cabinets, any condx., Philco 20, 21, 60,
70,90, others considered. Dick Oliver,
28604 Schwalm Drive, Elkhart, IN
46517 , (219) 522-45 L6, evenings.

Serryices Offered: Professional repair
for ALL types of antique radios (battery
and ac sets, commun. rcvrs., auto radios,
etc.). Complete overhauls, cabinet
refinishiog, reasonable rates. Free
estimates. UPSAJSPSIFEDEX ship-
ments accepted. All work guaranteed.
We also buy/trade and sell radios and
parts. Bob Eslinger, Antique Radio
Restoration and Repair,zO Gary School
Road, Pomfret Center, CT M259, (203)
9?3-2628. (10 a.m. - 7 p.ffi., Tues.
Sat.)

For Sale: Transistor novelty radios:
Planters "Munch & Go" backpack radio,
nice, $75; Pound Puppy, tan Vred base,

$25; Formula 1 Special, black and gold,
nice, $75; John Lemmon (TR-68, irl
blue jeans), dead in box, $150; Wilson
Football VDoritos Tee, $60; french-style
telephone with lighter, Japan, metal
bottom, $100; Nobility wood sewing

basket on three legs, Japan, $ 100;
Teachers Highland Cream, Japan, 12" x
3", very nice, $150. Tube-type plastic
radios, no chips or cracks: Z,enith Y-
78, AM-FM, Brey & white, plays, $100;
Travler 55-37, tuning problem, $90;
Packard Bell 100-4, urea, pretty, $150;
Howard S1, wrap-around grille, plays,

$125, RCA 1X48, Ivory Vgotd trim,
$90. All plus UPS. Chuck Bray, 1322

Ivy Road, Bremerton, WA 98310, (206)
or (360) 373-1013.

For Sale: Homemade galena crystal
radios, and parts to make your own.
Complete radio kit (not galena) $10,
ppd. L. Gardner, 458 Two Mike Creek
Road, Tonawanda, NY 14150, (716)
873-0447.

For Sale: RCA Ul24 and Philco 49-
1605 radio/phono consoles. Complete,
nice orig. condx., but untested, $20 each.

Chassis for Admiral 7C73W and Zr,nitb
12-H-090, best offer. Wanted: Would
like to correspond with owners of
Sterling R-401 home tube tester and
Day-Rad Type L tube checker. Mine are
missing parts. Also need the following
chassis: Crosley Pal, ll37; Philco 37-89,
42-340; Majestic 363; Westinghouse
WR-14; GM 250; AK 273; and a cabi-
net for a Radiola Regenoflex. Junkers
considered if needed parts are decent.
Brian Kurrle, 208 Crofton Road, Bel
Air, MD 21014, (410) 838-6534 nights,

or (410) 592-6202 days.

For Sale: Many of your favorite old
time radio shows are available on tape
cassettes. You select the shows you
want and purchase them by the hour.
Fast, friendly service. Send for our
catalog listing over 5,000 shows arranged
by category and title. only $2 (P&H).
Erstwhile Radio, PO Box 2?&,
Peabody, MA 01960.
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For Sale: Antique phonograph repairs,
parts, springs, needles via UPS. Free
catalog. Dealers wanted. Rod Lauman,
19 Cliff Street, #2, St. Johnsbury, VT
05819. Toll-ftee 800-239-4188 evenings.

Sparlryts Antique Radio Repair.
Guaranteed work performed by (old)
experienced technician. Reasonable
rates. Free estimates. Wanted:
Information on the Weston Model 798
Type 58 tube tester, i.e., schematic
diagram and/or repair manual. Dale R.
Johnston, 1205 Guadelupe Drive,
Westminster, MD 21157, (410) 848-
5279.

For Sale Zeniths: 1946 Major,
AI{/FM/FM wood table model; 1938

Philco l5-tube 38-116 console; 1936

Grunow teledial chassis and speaker;
1947 Magictone liquor bottle radio.
Shipping extra. Trade: Early E. H.
Scott Cornwallis console cabinet, VG
finish, for Scott cabinet for All Wave 23

or Philharmonic. Wanted: Allied Radio
Knight Ocean Hopper from 1957,
Model 83Y749; chassis for Majestic
grandfather clock radio, cabinets for
Scott All Wave 23 or Philharmonic, and
1938 and 1940 Znnith l5-tube
shutterdials. Joe Koester, 249 Spring
Gap South, Iaurel, MD 20724, (301)
725-4229.

For Sale: October I94l Radio and
Tel evis ion Mirror magazine, good condx.,
best offer plus shipping. Jaimie Carver,
92-22-77th Street, Woodhaven, NY
1,1421.

For Sale: Old amateur radio call books,

$2 each plus postage. IJsually $5 to $7
total. Dates 1949 to 1986. Various
condx., L. Gardner, 458 Two Mile Creek
Road, Tonawanda, NY 14150, (716)
873-0447.

For Sale: Selection of radio- and
telegraphy-related books, magazines, and
ephemera, including several lst editions
of several of Fleming's books. BTH
dual-detector crystal set, BTH "Bijou"
crystal set, and "Revophone" crystal set,

all in excl. condx., plus a few'20s battery
sets. Send loose 32-cent US stamp for
list, or call. Wanted: Pair of audio
xfrms. for a Kennedy V. Will buy/trade
junker if necesffiry. Also looking for a

driver and base for a Reichmann horn.
Roger Hart, 4533 Harvard Avenue,
Montreal, Quebec, Canada, H4A Zre,
(514) 483-3857, Far: (514) 483-61,14,

Compuserve: 75L23,50.

Wanted: Recordings of the "Joy Boys"
radio broadcasts with Ed Walker and
Willard Scott during the '50s and '60s in
the Washington, DC, area. Gregory
Sheppa rd, 440?Jupiter Street, Rockville,
MD 20853-3255.

Wanted z knith chairside Mod el 95242,
95U4,65341 , 65249, or possibly other
makes of interesting chairsides. My
tastes are wide and varied. Any inter-
esting table tops or consoles? Let's talk!
I currently have two jukeboxes to trade
if one is so inclined. Rock-Ola 1454 and
AN{I-E -I20. Call or fax me. David
Levasseur, 8708 Mohawk Wuy, Fair
Oaks, CA 95628, phone (916) 961-571,6,

fatr (916) 965-5760.

Wanted: Booklet or information on
Nems-Clarke special purpose receiver,
Model LSOZ or L3OZA. Also need

chokes and audio transformers to build
some homebrews. Need Thordarson
chokes T2927, T29C27, T37 36, T52C9B,

SOLD ''AS IS''
by Frank Lipieko

T67C46, and audio T13A34; UTC
chokes R:22, S23, 524, Hl L, H24, H35,
O1,3, SS05, CG45, audio R23, R33;
Stancor chokes C23OO, 2345; and
Chicago/Stancor choke C1003 and audio

^{53. Dave Ridderhoff, 913 Mortimer
Ave., Fredericksburg, VA 22401, (703)
371-3571,.

Wanted: At the 1990 MA\AI{C picnic,

there were two small wood Atwater
Kent radios sold, one at the flea market,

and one at the auction. I am interested
in getting the model numbers of these

sets and/or purchasing them. If you
have either of them, please contact me.

Jay Kiessling, 15906 Trenton Rd.,
Upperco, MD 21755, (410) 239-1818.

AUTOCALL--The Official Journal of the

Foundation for Amateur Radio, is a

monthly publication covering the

activities of nearly 50 amateur radio
organizations in the Capital area. To
know what is happening with respect to
ham club activities, subscribe to Auto-
Call. Only $S per year for 12 issues.

write Auto-call, Po Box 7612, Falls
Church, VA 22040-7612. (Make check
payable to "Foundation for Amateur
Radio.")

Extravaganza'95, the 10th annual
meet of the Michigan Antique
Radio Club, will be held in
Lansing, MI, July 7 -9 this year,
This is a large meet well worth
attending. For hotel, registration,
and program information, write to:
Extravaganza '95, PO Box 585,

Okemos, MI 48805-0585.

It should come as no surprise to anyone that the
hobby of antique radio collecting is growing by leaps
and bounds. As with any type of collecting, there are

always problems that arise when this happens. One that
we face already is the limited supply of radios. There is
not yet a severe shortage of antique radios, but as more
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and more collectors search for radios, the better quality
sets become increasingly scarce. Sure, there will always

be pristine radios available. Just wait until John Smith's
widow auctions the collection he started as a kid. But
what about the sets that are less desirable? The ones

that are sold "condition unkno\ryn." Such sets might just
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be a common Silvertone or Airline, and they might
need more than a quick clean-up and repair to bring
them back to life. These are the radios that need to be
given that second chance.

So you ask, why do I feel this way? At a recent
antique radio meet in New Jersey, I watched in horror
as a gentleman threw at least twenty radios in the
dumpster. When I asked *hy, his reply was that he was

unable to sell the sets and was tired of dragging them
around. Surely someone would be proud to own them
and restore them. Or has the hobby gotten to the point
where everyone is spoiled, and just looking for cream-
puffs? Couldn't he have donated them to the New
Jersey Antique Radio Club for their auction? Someone
would have bid on the lot. Would you have taken them
to keep a piece sf dperican history from being lost?
Some people feel that if a radio isn't in good condition,
it isn't worth the effort to restore it. Have we radio
collectors become that lazy? Can we really afford to
stand back and watch what we love be tossed in a

dumpster?

At auctions we hear the term "parts set." Not all
radios can be restored, but at what point does a set go
from saveable to a scrapper? It depends on the set,
doesn't it? Would anyone scrap a knith Stratosphere
if they were lucky enough to find one? Even if it were
in horrible shape, an all-out effort would be made to
bring this fine radio back to life. And what about a

rare Scott? Would you refuse to buy it just because the
chrome was dull? Probably not. There are still a lot of
very desirable radios to be had, but some of them will
require quite an effort to restore. If our hobby is to
continue to flourish and grow, why don't we all commit
ourselves to preserve as many radios as possible?

And just what are the benefits of all this effort, you
ask? Every radio you save is a piece of American
heritage that mn never be duplicated. Radio manu-
facturing in our country is a dead issue.

Most Amerimns a generation ago didn't own a Scott
or a knith Stratosphere. If we are to preserve our
radio heritage, it makes perfect sense to rescue and
restore the common sets as well as the uncommon.
Besides, it costs very little to do so.

I have never been beyond buying a set that I wanted
regardless of its outward condition. After all, there are
many talents available in Mfu{I{C to help with a

restoration. Given the chance, I would much rather
restore a radio that was destined to be scrapped than
gloat at the mint condition one that I paid a premium
price for. Many of the pieces that I currently own
would have been rejected by some as they were found.
But, lo and behold, after a little effort, they become,
once again, attractive, functioning radios.

In closing, I would just like to say, PLEASE, take a
second look at that garden variety nas isn set before you
reject it. You might be surprised how rewarding and
enjoyable it is to restore it.

II think Frank has a good point. I enjoy working on
chassis more than cabinets anyway, and when the cha.rsrJ

is out of the cabinet, there is little or no dffirence between
a Catalin set selling for more than 81000 and a run of the
mill wood or Bakelite set that can be acquired for $5
$10 at one of our auctions. - Brian BelangerJ

TIDBITS

o Hint found in a 1940s radio service magazine: A
6K6 tube can replace the much more scarce 6N6 tube
with no socket rewiring or other changes. [Didn't have
time to check this one out--use at your own risk - EditorJ

o Collectors' tubes for sale at Timoniuml A select
assortment of rare tubes will be offered for sale at
\{fu{ftQ's Radioactivity meet in Timonium, MD, on
June 10-L1. The tubes will include Arcturus blue types,
some early Western Electric, a de Forest DV-z, a WD-
11, and a UV-2L3 (the predecessor of the type 80).
There will also be an early type 80 with mesh plates
(rare). Some of the tubes are stamped 'NESCO," and
almost all of the tubes in the assortment test good.
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Look for these collectors' items where the M ^v $tC
tubes are being sold.

o Here's another thought on Dale Johnston's question
about the mysterious ,OLC" for chassis cleaning (Jan.
95, p. 16) from Barbara and l-eighton Greenough:

"We suspect that the OLC acid that Dale Johnston
seeks is Oleic acid, C,rHrrCOOH. A reprint of
Wagner's Chemical Technolog for L872 describes two
processes for making soap from oleic acid using either
carbonate of soda or sodium hydroxide, but nothing
resembling Johnston's solution using acetone." The
Greenoughs suggested that Dale might want to write a
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BOOK REVIEW: Radio and Electronic Pioncas, A Patent BibliograpLy
by David W. Kraeuter

UMI Research Abstracts, 1994
Revicwed by Bian Belanger

David Kraeuter has taken it upon himself to gather
a vast amount of information on radio and television
patents in the United States and Britain. This, his third
and presumably last patent reference book, follows in
the tradition of his two previous books, Radio and
Television Pioneers: A Patent Bibliograp,hy (See IUIAARC
Newsletter, May '93, p. 4) and British Radio and Tele-
vkion Pioneers (Oct. '93, p. 7).

Kraeuter's 309-page book covers more than 2000
IJ.S. patents for 34 people who made important contri-
butions to radio technology. The list includes well-
known radio inventors, for example, Irving L^angmuir,
GE's scientist who made important contributions to
vacuum tube technology, and Valdemar Poulsen, the
Danish inventor, famous for arc transmitter technology.
But it also includes obscure inventors, for example,
Clarence Hansell, for whom Kraeuter lists a remarkable
303 patents in areas such as frequency modulation and
oscillators. The book does not duplicate patent listings
in Kraeuter's previous radio and TV patent books,
hence it is not a complete reference on the subject as

the title would suggest, but rather a supplement to his
previous books. Together with his other books, a

total of 1fi) inventors are covered. (You won't tind de
Forest, Marconi, or Alexanderson in this book.)

For each inventor, Kraeuter lists the patents granted
in chronological order, followed by an alphabetical
listing by title. Examples of inventors for whom listings
appear: Harold Beverage, Lloyd Espenschied, H. H. C.

Dunwoody, Roy Weagant, and Alexander Meissner.

Like Kraeuter's previous books, this is strictly a

reference book for the serious radio historian, not a

book that you read like a novel. It would be useful for
researching questions such as "When was Heising
modulation patented?" Actually, to answer that
question, one would have to get copies of the actual
patents. Under the listing for Raymond Heising are
several patents related to various aspects of modulation.

To ord er a copy, contact UMI Research Abstractso
300 North keb Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48106-1346.
The price is $55 in paperback or $66.50 in hardback.
Order number: LD03016. There is a toll-free number
to order or inquire: S00-521-0600, ext. 3781.

The Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club
Jay Kiessling, Membership Chair
FO Br ?''
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